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Severe Clear, Part 1: 
On the phenomenology of 
a systemic crisis, from the 
Athens Biennale to documenta

There’s a phrase used in aviation to describe conditions of perfect visibility, like on a cloudless sunny 
day: severe clear. It was used the morning the world was shocked into a twenty-first century axis, 
as two passenger planes, one after the other, flew into the North and South Towers of the World 
Trade Center in New York City in autumn 2001, prompting the War on Terror that pit the world, per 
the words of George W. Bush, with or against America. Shockwaves first reverberated through the 
North tower, the first impacted building—they immediately resonated through the structure and 
across its immediate surroundings, as people on the ground turned their heads and cameras up to a 
cloudless blue sky. Then, as when a stone is thrown into water, images transmitting the event in real 
time rippled across screens and pages around the world, as the second plane was filmed flying into 
the South Tower live on air.
 Anyone old enough to remember can recall where they were when it happened. I was in 
Hong Kong, researching Athens, the Greek capital, on the internet, where I landed a few days after 
9/11 to live for one year after graduating from high school. The mood among the people I met there, 
as the world reeled, was a complex blend of shocked and empathetic indifference; a human tragedy 
no matter which way you saw it, that also appeared like an ouroboros to those who had experienced 
American violence, here, returning to its heart by hitting one of its core instruments of historical 
domination, international finance and trade, and destroying lives in the process. 
 It was a harsh lesson, where a global event reflected not so much a neat distinction between 
good and evil, as George W. Bush Jr’s administration would have it, but opened up a complicated 
landscape of intersecting threads that continues to unravel to this day, as demonstrated, from the 
perspective of the global art world, in the debates surrounding documenta fifteen in 2022 and the 
installation of a monumental mural by Indonesian collective Taring Padi that contained two images 
(or one, depending on the commentator) containing antisemitic tropes; a flash point that saw some 
people perform mental somersaults to dismiss the real concerns raised by people affected by at least 
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one depiction in the mural, as if the need to choose a side over-rode the opportunity to collectively 
confront the murky, enmeshed realities that so often exist beyond the neat distinctions that have 
shaped the world today, one of the most basic of which being the form and function of the nation-
state, as modelled at the World Cup this year when Morocco, having beaten Spain to reach the 
quarter finals, launched a range of reactions from international public. 
 Some proclaimed Morocco at once African, Arab, and Muslim, and highlighted the fact 
that the player who scored the winning penalty goal in the team’s match against Spain, the Spanish-
born Achraf Hakimi, chose to play for his country of origin rather than birth, because he didn’t 
feel at home in Spain as an immigrant. Others described Morocco’s win a colonial revenge fantasy, 
making jokes about the Moors re-taking Al Andalus and praising the Moroccan football team for 
raising the Palestinian flag. Then there were those who pointed out the Kingdom of Morocco’s 
annexation of Western Sahara in the 1970s, making the nation-state a colonial power in itself—a fact 
that recalls accusations against ruangrupa (artistic directors of documenta 15) by some critics, who 
pointed out the hypocrisy of organising a decolonial exhibition that made no mention of the West 
Papuan struggle for independence from Indonesia, highlighting the complexity of any given context 
as soon as you zoom in, as was the case with Greece in 2001.
 Greece, I soon learned back in 2001, had a complicated political relationship with the United 
States. Every year, on November 17, a protest snakes through Athens towards the US Consulate 
in recognition of the US government’s support of a far-right military dictatorship that lasted from 
1967 to 1974, which President Bill Clinton publicly acknowledged in 1999.1 That chapter in modern 
Greek history was punctuated by a student uprising against the dictatorship on 17 November 1973, 
which culminated with an army tank crashing through the main gate of the Athens Polytechnic as 
students still clung to its rails. (Those gates remain crumpled in situ today, while a law passed in 1982 
mandating that police could not enter universities, in response to the events of 1973, has undergone 
rounds of repeal and re-instatement since.) As Dr. Julia Tatiana Bailey writes, the US considered 
the junta in Greece “an expedient anti-communist ally for the West,” which “led to growing anti-
Americanism during the dictatorship”—sentiments that “only increased when the US failed to 
support Greece in halting the Turkish invasion of Cyprus in 1974,” the year the dictatorship fell.2

 One year later, in 1975, a militant group formed to claim 17 November as its name, swiftly 
assassinating a CIA station chief in Athens. That same year, as Greece transitioned to democracy 
under the leadership of Prime Minister Konstantinos Karamanlis, the country applied to join 
the European Economic Community, in part to secure Greece’s protection in light of the Cypriot 
invasion. In response, the European Commission issued an opinion that the Greek economy did 
not meet the requirements to enter the monetary zone, citing the country’s “weak industrial base” 
as limiting to its ability to successfully “combine homogeneously” with other EEC member states.3 
German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, meanwhile, voiced concerns about “Greece’s problematic 
public administration, and its inability to collect taxes from its wealthiest citizens.”4

 But despite these reservations, Greece’s EEC application was approved in 1976, pointing 
to the EEC’s “attempts to establish a European political identity” that emphasised “the importance 
of democracy to gaining membership.”5 Europe, after all, is a Greek word, emphasised Karamanlis; 
a tactic that scholars Emma de Angelis and Eirini Karamouzi have described, per professor Frank 
Schimmelfennig, as “rhetorical entrapment,”6 whereby Greece played on its identity as the cradle of 
Western civilisation and democracy, as it had been projected on the country in the nineteenth century 
by the same European powers now composing the core of the EEC. 
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 The EEC’s unconditional acceptance of Greece, then, was made on political and ideological 
grounds that emphasised liberal democracy within the context of a common trade and economic 
zone, as Europe’s structuring order—a position that was intimately entangled with the Cold War 
politics of the time. After the fall of the dictatorship, “Greece’s withdrawal from the integrated 
military command of NATO in the midst of intense anti-Americanism in 1974 and the rise of the left 
in domestic politics,” writes Karamouzi, raised “concerns about the country’s future orientation,” 
making it “of major strategic importance to promote a quick Greek membership as a means of 
assuring the country’s continued adherence to the West.”7 This was particularly important given 
the socialist risings occurring in post-dictatorship Portugal, Spain, and Italy, making “the Greek case
… part of the Southern European puzzle”, and Greece’s entry into the EEC “a solution to a genuine 
Cold War problem.”8

 It’s a complicated history, one this essay, as part of a much larger interrogation, seeks to 
untangle in order to reach a place where the conditions that fed into documenta fifteen in 2022 might 
be contextualised within a milieu of intersecting and enmeshed histories that have shaped the world 
as a shared space, often by reducing it into reductive Manichean dichotomies, whereby the nuances 
of time give way to the violence of amnesia. But in order to get to documenta 15 in 2022, which 
will form part two of this study, this essay will focus on Athens first, looking at how the Athens 
Biennale, which would become the inspiration behind documenta 14’s decision to split the show 
between Kassel and the Greek capital in 2017, 9 explored the conditions that shaped the Greek state, 
particularly in the nineteenth century, when the capitalist world economy that has come to define 
the international world order was formalised into a community of nation-states and territories 
defined by degrees of sovereignty.
 Greece played a central role in European politics of the nineteenth century, exemplifying 
how histories often framed as conspiracy or dismissed as irrelevant, actually reflect complex, 
systemic, and ongoing material trajectories that reveal how crucial it is to retain the past in our sights, 
if only to resist systemic collapses into oversimplification and open up a severe clarity whereby 
good and bad, us versus them, are complicated to the point that everyone, whether perpetrator 
or victim, becomes implicated. Such were the sentiments of the 3rd Athens Biennale in 2011, 
titled Monodrome and curated by Biennale co-founders Poka Yio and Xenia Kalpatsoglu with 
curator Nicholas Bourriaud, to contextualise the Greek economic crisis at a time when Greece had 
effectively been placed under a bell jar by international news media and European politicians, 
and projected upon with every stereotype possible, the worst of which was the accusation that the 
Greeks had brought the crisis upon themselves—a view that simply absolved the world from 
recognising the structural conditions of the crisis itself, which has not stopped there nor elsewhere, 
even if official announcements would have you believe otherwise. 
 One of the works on display at the old Diplareios design school, where a bulk of the 
Biennale was staged, hammered this point—that the Greek crisis was by no means an isolated event
—with particular insistence. Pinned to a decrepit wall in the building was a striking poster promoting 
the opening of a branch of Citi Bank in Greece in 1964, then known as the First National City Bank 
of New York and the first major American bank to open a foreign branch in 1914 in Buenos Aires. 
The design shows the Statue of Liberty standing amid a line-up of Caryatids, the female sculptures 
that double as columns on the Acropolis Hill, with the words: “The American Banking System in 
Greece!” printed in Greek. The archival document pointed an angry finger at the dynamics at play 
in Greece’s financial collapse, which Greek artist Stefanos Tsivopoulos’ 2009 film Lost Monument 
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aligns with Professor Michael Herzfeld’s definition of crypto-colonialism: “the curious alchemy 
whereby certain countries, buffer zones between the colonised lands and those as yet untamed, were 
compelled to acquire their political independence at the expense of massive economic dependence,” 
in a “relationship… articulated in the iconic guise of an aggressively national culture fashioned to 
suit foreign models.”10

 Lost Monument tracks a journey taken by a statue of former US President Harry Truman 
as it passes through different communities in and around Greece, from farmers and fishermen, 
to migrants and the bourgeoisie. The statue in question was erected in 1963 near the US Embassy 
in Athens by the conservative American Hellenic Educational Progressive Association based in 
the US. It has since been repeatedly targeted, among the most recent incidents being an attack by 
the Greek Communist Party in 2018 in protest against air strikes on Syria by the United States, 
Britain and France.11 The reason for such enduring ire, as suggested both by the attacks against the 
statue and Tsivopoulos’ treatment of it, is Truman’s authorship of the 1947 Truman Doctrine, which 
was designed to bail out Greece and Turkey after World War II. 
 At the time, Greece was in the midst of a bitter civil war between British and US-backed 
monarchists and Yugoslav- and Bulgarian-supported communists, which erupted towards the end 
of the Nazi occupation in October 1944 and unfolded in two parts through to 1949—what has been 
since been described as the Cold War’s first proxy war.12 Truman articulated the US position on that 
war in an address to a joint session of congress in March 1947 that introduced the Truman Doctrine. 
Describing a rising threat of totalitarian regimes against the free peoples of the world, he advocated 
for the instrumentalisation of America’s political, economic and military power to prevent the 
domino effect of Greece and Turkey falling under the influence of the USSR.13 What followed in 
1948—the year Citi Bank funded the Greek shipping magnate Aristotle Onassis’ first supertanker14

—was the Marshall Plan, which expanded the Truman Doctrine: an international credit and 
aid program rolled out in Western Europe that helped consolidate the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organisation alliance, and paved the way for the establishment of the European Union. 
 As written in The Economist, “The EU is an American creation, as much as a European 
one,”15 and the Marshall Plan—”a torrent of post-war funding for the crippled continent, [which] 
came on the condition that European countries meld themselves together”16—was among the tools 
to promote it. “We hoped to force the Europeans to think like Europeans, and not like nationalists,” 
said American diplomat George Kennan at the time—a hope that spoke to the Cold War tendency 
to create blocs of allegiance in the face of the capitalist or communist threat.17 The Truman Doctrine, 
along with the Marshall Plan, thus “indicated the beginning of a long and enduring bipartisan Cold 
War foreign policy,” with “similar reasoning” later used “to justify actions in Korea, Cuba, and 
Vietnam, among others.”18 What followed in 1949 was the Point Four Program, which was designed 
to aid developing countries in meeting “universal development needs around the globe, especially 
in underdeveloped areas and countries,” and thus bring them into the fold of liberal capitalism.19

 “Universal development” is the operative phrase here, because it encapsulates the post-war 
economic world order and the globalisation of industrial capitalism which would seek to not only 
preserve the centre-periphery dynamics that were established in the nineteenth century between 
emerging post-colonies in the twentieth century and their former colonial occupiers, but also extend 
those dynamics through the politics of under/development in the post-World War II order—as 
defined in part by the notorious loans offered by the IMF and the World Bank, both established 
in the same time period as the United Nations amid and after the Second World War. What these 
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institutions heralded, not least from their development out of the Bretton Woods Conference hosted 
in the United States in 1944, was an era defined by what Ghanaian politician Kwame Nkrumah 
termed “neo-colonialism”, one that aligns with imperialism as a form of economic capture and taps 
into Herzfeld’s concept of crypto-colonialism, in that former empires shifted from land-holding 
and occupation to financialisation as a way to retain influence in territories ostensibly declared 
independent. 
 Such were the sentiments of the Mont Pèlerin Society (MPS), named after the Swiss village 
where the first MPS meeting in 1947 was organised by economist Friedrich von Hayek, bringing 
together economists, historians and philosophers to respond to a perceived threat against liberalism 
from Marxist and Keynesian economic state politics emerging at the time across the world. In the 
1950s, the MPS meetings increasingly turned to the issue of development in the formerly colonised 
world just as it was establishing newly independent states and staging international meetings of 
its own, including the pivotal Afro-Asian Conference at Bandung in 1955 and the Non-Aligned 
Movement meetings that followed, resulting in a parallel track whereby ideas of a neoliberal 
counter-revolution were fomented in tandem with anti-colonial movements.20

 This was the age of Third World non-alignment, after all, as a wave of newly independent 
states began to enter the United Nations General Assembly, turning that space into an active site 
of decolonial praxis, thus explaining the urgency with which the MPS meetings tackled a rising 
threat to an existing order—that is, a capitalist world economy, as it had been developed, per 
Immanuel Wallerstein, from within Europe in the seventeenth century and subsequently exported 
through colonisation to the rest of the world. Amid this momentum, these newly independent 
territories experimented with state planning, exploring the models, methods, and means to establish 
a sovereign nation-state capable of standing its ground in the capitalist world economy—already 
grossly imbalanced due to the forced underdevelopment and utter exploitation of colonisation and 
industrial capitalism—amid the increasingly bipartisan and indeed financialised geopolitics of the 
Cold War. 
 Enacting non-alignment, these states would often “model their industrial system on the 
Soviet pattern, though without subscribing to Bolshevism.”21 In the case of India, writes Professor 
Mark Berger, “Nehru’s views by the 1950s had much more in common with social democracy in 
post-1945 Western Europe than they did with state-socialism in the Soviet Union, despite the much 
publicised Soviet support for national development in India,” though Nehru’s government also 
drew on China’s post-1949 approach to national development, especially its approach to agriculture.22 
In Indonesia, President Sukarno’s anti-Western, Third World vision manifested in what was 
termed “Guided Democracy”, and by the late 1950s had embraced an approach to economic 
development that involved centralised state intervention, not to mention “full presidential powers 
and rule by decree,” to restructure and nationalise the economy.23 Sukarno’s approach was mirrored 
in places like Egypt and later the United Arab Republic under Gamal Abdel Nasser, and in Ghana 
under Kwame Nkrumah, which, like Indonesia, would eventually lead to accusations or enactments 
of dictatorship and corruption, prompting uprisings, coups, and power grabs, like the one led by 
General Suharto in Indonesia in 1965, which resulted in the mass-killings of Indonesian leftists, 
and Suharto’s ascension with US support to (dictatorial and genocidal) power.24

 With these developments in mind, scholar Dieter Plehwe provides a fascinating look into 
the mindset of mostly American and European thinkers grappling with that changing world order 
in the post-war era in his tracking of the Mont Pèlerin Society meetings: a back-end view of a few 
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precious decades that were undoubtedly decolonial in their decisive rupture from the age of old 
empire. Tracking the evolution of development discourse in MPS meetings during the 1950s—a 
foreshadowing of the division of the globe into First (Developed), Second (Developing) and Third 
(Underdeveloped) Worlds—Plehwe uncovers mentalities that remained intimately linked with 
“an understanding of development economics that still uncomfortably resembled traditional 
colonial economics underpinned by Victorian anthropology.”25 That meant a tiered structuring of 
a world system according to a tripartite criteria: whether core, semi-periphery and periphery—a 
typology that was formalised, per Wallerstein, in seventeenth century Europe—or sovereign, semi-
sovereign, and non-sovereign, which was adopted in nineteenth century international legal discourse 
to effectively justify the domination of the globe by a handful of Western powers (plus the Japanese) 
by creating a measurable global hierarchy. 
 Of particular note was the 1957 MPS meeting in St. Moritz, which took place two years 
after the Bandung Conference. By then, “the topic of development moved up on the MPS’s agenda,” 
writes Plehwe, “owing to the rising challenge of Third Worldism in general and to a specific 
‘German’ discussion within the neoliberal camp in particular.”26 That discussion was anchored to 
the writings of Alexander Rüstow, the German MPS member who coined the term “neoliberalism” 
in 1938, and whose critical assessment of colonialism and imperialism sought out a new 
liberalism that, as summarised in 1955 by German-American political theorist Carl Friedrich, took 
“into account the criticism levelled at its forebear by socialism and communism, as well as by 
conservatism and reactionary types of thinking.”27

 Plehwe, in his reading of Rüstow’s contribution to that 1957 MPS meeting, describes a 
contradictory figure. On the one hand, Rüstow blamed “the absolutist state’s thirst for power for 
the earliest and most brutal application of colonial imperialism in an apparent effort to separate 
the term imperialism from capitalism,” conflating “the Spanish and Portuguese conquistador” 
with “nineteenth-century Western imperialism and twentieth-century Soviet efforts to expand 
communism” in his analysis of imperialism as “a universal category of state power indicated by 
foreign policy ‘behaviour’.”28 Rüstow even acknowledged “the feelings of hatred and revenge 
that have accumulated and built up in four continents,” which, “though not ready to explode 
everywhere right away… are only waiting to be exploded by Bolshevism against ‘us’.”29 He then 
chastised the Western world for lacking consciousness, guilt, and penitence toward its “victims of 
centuries-old colonial superimposition.”30

 But then Rüstow flipped the script. As Plehwe summarises, he “went on to reject ‘typical’ 
accusations against colonial powers as allegedly preventing colonial people from attaining a 
cultural development similar to ‘ours’,” effectively pointing out the progress that colonisation 
catalysed, which is something Black American writer Richard Wright grappled with in his writings on 
the Ghana Independence movement and the Bandung Conference. The libertarian American lawyer 
Arthur Shenfield, president of the MPS from 1972 to 1974 (which coincided with the Non-Aligned 
Movement’s call for a New International Economic Order) and 1957 MPS meeting attendee, upped 
the ante, defining anticolonialism as the “aggressive” party “weaken[ing] the West from within.”31 
Such views no doubt infused the actions that sought to destabilise the decolonial movement at a state 
level, including the Belgium-backed assassination in 1961 of Patrice Lumumba, the first president 
of the Democratic Republic of Congo, in order to maintain the balance of power established by 
the economic system that the world’s colonial powers imposed on everyone else in the nineteenth 
century: global industrial capitalism. 
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All of which circles back to the Truman Doctrine, and the red thread connecting the Greek Civil War 
in the 1940s and its military dictatorship in the 1960s, with events beyond the country’s borders 
that defined the Cold War. Not limited to the military coup of 1973 that would oust Chile’s first 
democratically elected socialist president with a US-backed far-right dictator, who ushered in the 
neoliberal policies of the so-called Chicago Boys, Chilean economists educated at the University of 
Chicago under the likes of Milton Friedman, another MPS member—what some call the sounding 
shot of the neoliberal counter-assault on world politics, whereby economics would become a 
weapon of choice, though others, including The Otolith Group’s Kodwo Eshun, have identified the 
coup against Nkrumah in Ghana as the point when the neoliberal counter-revolution arrived on the 
African continent.
 With this backdrop in mind, Plehwe’s most telling observation when it comes to Rüstow’s 
contributions to the 1957 MPS meeting, was Rüstow’s dismissal of “Anglo-Saxon parliamentarian 
democracy as an option” when considering adequate developmental models to engage newly 
independent states, with Rüstow inviting “political scientists to assist the intelligentsia of former 
colonies to develop a model that would help to combine the indispensable elements of dictatorship 
with a minimum of democratic freedom”—a model, while anathema to the tenets of a liberal 
democracy, Rüstow believed would “help us,”32 which then feeds back to the dictatorships that arose 
in places like Greece and Chile, not to mention later examples, such as the strongmen we see today, 
with some observing in President Donald Trump nothing more than the neoliberal counter-
revolution of yesteryear finally coming home to roost. Because what is dictatorship (or pyramidal 
models to that effect) if not monarchy modernised?  
 That proximity between then and now within the context of Cold War history opens up a 
crucial historical frame through which to locate Greece’s sovereign debt crisis that erupted at the 
end of 2009, triggering a full-blown Eurozone meltdown in 2010—a frame that the 3rd Athens 
Biennale sought to highlight in its emphasis on the economic history of the Greek state. Beyond the 
1960s poster describing the American banking system in Greece, the exhibition included a series 
of archival images created in nineteenth century when the country’s cycle of debt truly began, in 
order to open up a broader historical context through which to read the present crisis as one 
invoking Lenin’s famous observation that capitalism is imperialism’s highest form. Pinned to the 
wall in one room of the Diplareios building was a line of photographed pages from the nineteenth 
century satirical periodical, Neos Aristophanes, each one depicting a caricature focused on the many 
international loans that fed into the foundation of the Greek state, including those that fuelled its war 
for independence from the Ottoman Empire. In one image, a city positioned within a vast landscape 
is overlooked by two figures—two of Greece’s main creditors—perched on peaks overlooking the 
scene. On the left is England, represented by a cow who is releasing a steady stream of watery shit 
into a sack, on which the words “SINKHOLE OF LOANS” is emblazoned in Greek, held up by a large 
hand in the foreground, as a man on the right representing France pours in a flurry of insects and dirt 
from a wheelbarrow. 
 “Nationhood and sovereignty were interwoven with external borrowing in Greece from 
the time of the first loans contracted in London in 1824 and 1825,” writes scholar Maria Christina 
Chatziioannou, who calls “The history of the Greek independence… a textbook case of the 
intertwining of economic expectations with a cultural component”33—something that emerged in the 
fashioning of Greece into a European state after experiencing a completely different developmental 
trajectory under four hundred years of Ottoman rule, which excluded the country from the 
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Industrial Revolution. Thus, from the outset, Greece’s state infrastructures had to be reformed if not 
created outright—one of the conditions of the 60,000,000 francs loan guaranteed in 1832, with the 
House of Rothschild appointed as financial executor, to support the foundation of the Greek state 
and build its economy, as defined by two treaties signed that year by Britain, France, and Russia 
(the so-called Protecting Powers) to form the independent Kingdom of Greece, establish the state’s 
independent borders, and appoint an imported Bavarian monarch.34

 It is said that the Greeks welcomed their foreign prince: “Not only did he embody the 
hope for domestic peace and progress, but as a king he was also conferring Greece equal international 
status with the rest of the European states,” writes professor George Tridimas.35 In reality, though, 
there were aspirations to establish a democratic republic both before and after the revolution—a 
testament to the French Revolution and its influence on the Greek independence struggle, a 
consequence of which, writes professor Aristides Hatzis, was a “surge in Greek nationalism and 
liberalism that occurred at the end of the 18th century and the beginning of the 19th century,” 
which was subsequently “energised by Napoleon’s declarations for a Europe as a ‘federation of free 
peoples’.”36 But since the war of independence was won thanks to “the military and diplomatic 
support of the Protective Powers,” the Greeks “were not in a position to enforce their preferred 
constitution,” Tridimas continues,37 leading one contemporaneous British account to describe 
King Otto as a schoolboy “building a kind of Regent’s Park row of houses from Athens to the Piraeus” 
while “the men who fought and bled for their country, and who achieved its liberty, are pining in 
dungeons.”38

 So, in 1832, as part of the terms of its establishment and despite the publication of two 
constitutions in 1821 and 1827 that favoured French republican legislation, the new Greek state, 
with its new foreign king, “ended up an absolute hereditary monarchy,” which was “the prevailing 
European norm” at the time39—a proto-European Union of sorts, which frames Henry VIII’s divorce 
from the Catholic Church as the original Brexit in a region defined by its royal houses. Greek civil 
law “would be based on the Byzantine Code and supplemented by customary law norms that had 
developed during the Ottoman times,” summarises Tridimas. “A criminal law code was published 
based on the Bavarian code, while for commercial issues the Napoleonic code, which was already 
in use in the eastern Mediterranean basin, was adopted,” until, per Hatzis, the modern Greek Civil 
Code, adopted as late as 1940, took effect in 1946.40

 The honeymoon period didn’t last. By the time crowds gathered outside Otto’s Athenian 
palace demanding a constitution in 1843, tensions between the absolute rule of an imported 
monarchy and its subjects were at boiling point, with local elites—many inspired by the French 
Revolution—excluded from high office.41 While the economy did recover in the years preceding the 
1843 default through the expansion of its role in handling sea trade between Russia, the Ottoman 
Empire and Western Europe, the state of Greece’s public finances was precarious. “Debt repayments 
and spending on administration and the military had claimed the loans guaranteed on Otto’s 
appointment, while tax revenues remained meagre,” writes Tridimas. “In the meantime, Britain was 
using every opportunity available to press the government to fulfil the schedule of its debt servicing 
obligations.”42

 Thus, while a new constitution amalgamating the French and Belgian versions was granted 
in 1844, which “provided for the protection of individual rights and established constitutional 
monarchy,”43 Otto, who still retained overwhelming power, was deposed in 1862, after his attempt 
to join the Crimean War on the side of Russia was blocked by Britain and France, who were fighting 
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on the side of the Ottomans—a PR disaster that not only showed the Greeks just how little power the 
state enjoyed thanks to the terms and conditions of its conditional European sovereignty—in 1841, 
one British Minister to Greece apparently described the idea of a truly independent Greece as an 
absurdity44—but also how fickle power and allegiances could be. All of which created palpable 
schisms in society, heightened by the presence of Russian, British and French agents on the ground. 
“In the diplomatic realities of the post Napoleonic Europe,” Tridimas explains, “the representatives 
of the three Protecting Powers held considerable influence on the political life and diplomatic 
relations of the new kingdom, so much so that each domestic political faction allied itself with either 
the French, English or Russian foreign ministers.”45

 As Richard Clogg writes, tensions naturally “arose” in Greece amid “the grafting of 
Western parliamentary institutions and… forms of European constitutional government onto a 
deeply traditional society during the establishment of the Greek state, whose political culture had 
developed in wholly different circumstances.”46 As Greece joined the European community with its 
new European king, it began to acculturate to new structural conditions after four hundred years of 
Ottoman rule, revealing a dichotomy within wider Greek society that would be exploited by those 
within and without the territory. 
 Clogg finds this dichotomy neatly expressed in an 1836 watercolour by the Bavarian 
Hans Hanke, made after an original by L. Kollnberger, depicting the café ‘Oraia Hellas’ (‘Beautiful 
Greece’) situated in central Athens. The scene presents a binary view of Greek society within the 
frame of the Greek kafeneion. The foustaneloforoi are on the right. These are traditionalists, guerrilla 
fighters in the Greek War of Independence, many of whom were affiliated with Greece’s clans. 
Among them was the Mavromichali, who, after the arrest of one of the clan’s revolutionary leaders, 
assassinated the first prime minister of the first independent Greek state, the Padua-educated 
Ioannis Kapodistrias, in 1831. Kapodistrias, who called the traditionalists “Christian Turks”—that 
is, elites who sought nothing more than to replace Turkish oligarchical rule with their own—was 
aligned with the alafrangas, who in the café image were gathered on the left. These were the 
suit-wearing modernisers who espoused a romantic nationalism infused with the Grand Tour 
fetishisation of Greek antiquity, which sought a direct link to Greece’s classical past and aimed at 
importing Western institutions wholesale to build the new state.47

 The division that Kollnberger’s microcosm depicts, overseen towards the top of the picture 
by a group of Bavarian soldiers, recalls the issues surrounding the development of a constitution 
in Greece post-revolution, not to mention the concept in trialectics that a third force is often at 
play in situations that appear dialectical or divided. “The more conservative forces,” Hatzis writes, 
“saw the new Greek state as the continuation of the Eastern Roman (Byzantine) Empire,” and 
thus opted for a law based on the old Byzantine (i.e. Roman) law. “On the other hand, liberal and 
democratic forces influenced by the European Enlightenment and liberal nationalism”—who viewed 
Byzantine law “as the relic of an authoritarian era, a distorted offspring of Roman law, that was ill-
suited for the needs of a liberal and democratic nation”—“envisioned a Greek state whose ideological 
roots lay in the Ancient Greek conception of democracy and the intellectual movements that swept 
across Western Europe at the time.”48

 These dynamics put Greece in a strange position—one that was articulated in the 1851 
Great Exhibition of Works and Industry of All Nations in London, where American artist 
Hiram Powers’ neoclassical sculpture Greek Slave (1844) was a centre piece of the American display: a 
white marble depiction of a naked woman with hands bound by Ottoman chains, which apparently 
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had Punch Magazine asking why the Americans had not sent the real thing—living American slaves
—instead.49 While Greek Slave paid tribute to the struggle for Greek independence—a war that 
the British, French, and Russian empires were particularly invested in—its placement in the 1851 
Great Exhibition in relation to Greece’s sector, positioned not within Europe but next to Turkey 
and Egypt, only highlighted Greece’s precarity within the European community. While Powers’ 
sculpture positioned Greece “as the origin of European neoclassicism,” albeit from within the 
frame of the United States, writes professor Jeffrey Auerbach, Greece’s location in the exhibition 
only marginalised its claims to be European, with the state positioned somewhere between ‘Other’ 
and ‘Oriental’, iconic and side-lined, in one exhibition.50

 Artist Andreas Angelidakis, whose installation Crash Pad, created for the 8th Berlin Biennale 
in 2014, references Kollnberger’s image in the creation of a discursive space that blended of the 
aesthetics of Ottoman salons in Northern Greece with Greek kafenio and the occasional white column, 
finds resonance in how Greece was positioned in the nineteenth century compared to the early 
twenty-first. The issue, he said, is ultimately about reality versus concepts—that is, “the reality of 
Greece as an Ottoman prefecture versus the idea that modern Western civilisation was born here, 
and therefore could not stay Ottoman.”51 It is a condition that endures, Angelidakis says; the kind 
that brings to mind the cryptocolonialism that Stefanos Tsivopoulos explored in his artistic study of 
Truman’s legacy on the fabric of Greek society. 
 Herzfeld has described Greece, along with Cyprus, as classic historical examples of 
“how nineteenth century European discourse situated both societies ‘in the margins of Europe’.”52 
Indeed, writes Vassos Argyrou, not only did the Great Powers of the nineteenth century deny 
Greeks and Cypriots their European identity, “but also refus[ed] to classify them as unequivocally 
oriental.”53 This placed Greece in a liminal position, Argyrou continues, performing a number of 
roles in relation to what Europe was (uncivilised), could have been (Ottoman, thus Oriental), and 
was becoming (classical, modern). This was part of the diacritical power structure imposed by the 
Great Powers, Argyrou explains, “by means of divisions and boundaries that produce and maintain 
distinct and separate identities”54—distinctions that echoed the tripartite hierarchies of sovereignty 
and civilisation that defined the nineteenth century world order, which was  organised by colonising 
European imperialists along the lines of, among other typologies, “civilised”, “barbarian (semi-
civilised)”, and “savage (un-civilised).”55

  Historically situated in a liminal space between idealised projection of civilisation and 
‘other’ while materially bound to the economic power structures of an imperialist world order, 
the complex dynamics that shaped the establishment of the modern Greek state felt all too present 
in the coverage of Greece’s well-documented crisis in the twenty-first century, when the country 
was reduced to an acronym as one of the PIIGS along with Portugal, Ireland, Italy and Spain—the 
Eurozone nations hardest hit by the economic crisis. All of which explains why the Athens Biennale 
in 2011 sought to contextualise the Greek sovereign debt crisis within the broader history of both 
Europe and more broadly historic capitalism for its third edition, from the Truman Doctrine and its 
implications on the geopolitics of the post-World War II era, to the intricate relationship between 
debt and sovereignty that defined the establishment of the Greek state in the nineteenth century.
 As much as the Greek Civil War is seen as the Cold War’s first proxy war, so the Greek 
Revolution of the nineteenth century was a similarly decisive moment in global politics: what 
Professor Roderick Beaton describes as “the pivotal point on which the whole geopolitical map of 
Europe tilted away from the eighteenth-century model of multi-ethnic, autocratically ruled empires 
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and towards the twentieth-century model of the self-determination of nation-states. After that,” 
Beaton continues, “the list of new European states created on the same model is a long one: Belgium 
in 1831, Germany and Italy in 1871, Serbia, Romania and Montenegro in 1878, Bulgaria in 1908, 
Ireland in 1922, Turkey in 1923, to say nothing of the broader redrawing of the map of the continent 
in the wake of the two world wars and the Cold War of the twentieth century.”56

 This systemic replication—and standardisation—was extended to the economic system 
that would bind these nation-states together, resulting in a historic capitalism that continues to 
play its hand in the present. Maryam Jafri’s photographic installation and book project Independence 
Days 1934–1975 (2009–ongoing) succinctly articulates this condition of transmissible replicability 
in a collection of some two hundred and thirty-four photographs sourced over ten years from 
forty archives across Asia, Africa and the Middle East, each depicting the first independence day 
ceremony of newly independent nations in the twentieth century. Presenting these historical 
images side by side, Jafri points out, highlights the codification of the nation-state through the 
ritual of its establishment, from the swearing-in of the new leadership after an official handover of 
power, to the celebratory military parade. “The photographic material is strikingly similar despite 
disparate geographical and temporal origins, as it reveals a political model exported from Europe 
and in the process of being cloned throughout the world.”57

 Those striking similarities observed across Jafri’s Independence Days photographs would 
manifest in the events that took place around the project’s presentation in the 2010 Bucharest 
Biennale, which opened around the time thousands of people took to the streets of the Romanian 
capital to protest a proposed twenty-five percent wage cut and fifteen percent pension decrease in 
order to meet the requirements for Romania’s IMF loan. Protests like these had by then become 
commonplace in Greece, which had been subjected to the politics of austerity since its first bailout 
was agreed in 2010. The 3rd Athens Biennale in 2011, for example, opened on the heels of a two-
day general strike and violent protests ahead of a parliamentary vote that would pass further tax 
increases and spending cuts as part of Greece’s international bailout. 
 Within this climate, the Athens Biennale, itself a format whose own transmissive 
replicability is intimately tied to the historic capitalism that has shaped Greek politics, did not sugar-
coat its claim: the Greek economic crisis was not a freak event. Rather, it was the latest rupture in 
a trajectory of historic capitalism to which Greece has long been subjected, and its crisis was coming 
for everyone. Soon enough, the so-called Arab Spring erupted in December 2010, sparked by 
Tunisian fruit and vegetable vendor Mohamed Bouazizi, who set himself alight in the Tunisian capital 
after police seized the scales he needed to sell his produce; followed by the Indignant movements of 
Spain and Greece in 2011, galvanised by the Arab risings, in particular the occupation of 
Tahrir Square in Egypt, and the increasing marginalisation of Southern Europe amid the Eurozone 
crisis. Then came Occupy, which would inform the occupations of Gezi Park in 2013 and central 
Hong Kong in 2014, in a fabric of connected resistances defying the same force: capital, and the 
imperialist world system that has been shaped according to its laws of accumulation. 
 These dynamics fed into the satirical images published by Neos Aristophanes that were 
selected to go on view at the 2011 Athens Biennale. In one striking print, three men in an abattoir 
dressed in ceremonial uniform—a Prussian (German), a Brit, and a Frenchman—are seen sharpening 
their knives, as a naked woman representing Greece, hangs from the wall already sliced open. 
Another series of caricatures focus on the figure of Harilaou Trikoupis, Prime Minster of Greece 
from 1875 to 1895. In one image, he vomits letters for the word “loan” in Greek, with a subtitle below 
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reading, “THE BORROWER”, while in another he is seen requesting another loan from the Great 
Powers with a low bow, with subtitles below reading, “THE COMPROMISE”—an image that recalls 
the moment Prime Minister George Papandreou Jr., after defying Europe to call an unexpected 
referendum surrounding Greece’s acceptance of the EU’s bailout terms in 2011, was forced to scrap 
the vote after being summoned to a meeting ahead of the G20 summit in Cannes that year.58

 According to one version of the story, Trikoupis cut to the chase when informing the 
Greek Parliament in 1893 of the country’s third bankruptcy since independence, simply stating: 
“There is no money.” That 1893 bankruptcy was tied to overspending on infrastructure, including 
the construction of the Corinth Canal, a massive project that Trikoupis oversaw, whose intentions
—to create a faster trade-route—brings to mind the politics of development that would likewise grip 
the world in the twentieth century in a decolonial wave as a flurry of new states were established; 
the Aswan High Dam, overseen by pan-Arab leader Gamal Abdel Nasser with the financial and 
technical support of the Soviet Union, being one example. What these instances of development have 
in common, is the impetus to build a state infrastructure capable of competing in a world economy 
whose terms were defined centuries ago.
 Two works at the first Athens Biennale in 2007 articulated this historic claim by opening up 
another temporal axis between past and present. Stelios Faitakis’ epic narrative painting rendered 
in the style of Byzantine iconography, Socrates Drinks the Conium (2007), covered the walls of a single 
room like the naos of a Byzantine church. The work’s title references the narrative that unfolded: 
the death of Socrates, who was forced to drink hemlock by the Athenian authorities on the charge 
of corrupting the people, in particular the youth, with his transgressive ideas; namely, questioning 
everything—including absolute power—to open up space for dialogue. Yet in Faitakis’ telling, this 
ancient reference collapses into an expansive, trans-temporal allegory: while Socrates is robed at the 
dock, he faces not an ancient archon and jury, but two orthodox priests, as an army of contemporary 
riot police square off in the city below with a furious crowd of rioting workers, behind whom a suited 
man hangs from the gallows.
 The exit to this striking room was blocked by a single standing wall framing a small drawing 
on paper at its centre. The drawing was created by Pablo Picasso in 1959 to raise both awareness 
and funds to support the jailed communist activist and life-long anti-fascist Manolis Glezos, who 
is legendary for climbing the Acropolis hill at the age of eighteen alongside schoolmate Apostolos 
Santas, to tear down the swastika flag raised by Nazi forces during World War II. (“The first act 
of defiance under German occupation,” writes The Guardian’s long-time Athens correspondent 
Helena Smith, it “was credited with boosting morale and spurring the country’s resistance 
movement.”59) Picasso’s simple work commemorates Glezos’s story, by depicting a small blue figure 
standing on the roof of the Parthenon holding a flag with the Dove of Peace as its emblem. 
 But, in an echo of the way fighters in the War of Independence were jailed afterwards
—Theodoros Kolokotronis being one of the most famous cases—Glezos, a national hero and by 
then secretary of the United Democratic Left party, was arrested in 1958 for espionage, a common 
accusation against leftists after the Civil War, which left members of the defeated Communist Party 
of Greece, since outlawed, open to persecution.60 Glezos was sentenced in 1959 to five years in 
prison. (Apparently, the Soviet Union responded by putting his face on a stamp.61) He was imprisoned 
again under the far-right dictatorship—a regime that, ironically, recalled the warnings against a 
communist dictatorship made by the Greek right before, during, and after the Civil War—and then 
exiled, returning to Greece in 1974 after the junta fell. He would remain committed to political life
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—it was his way of honouring his fallen comrades for whom he’d promised to live every day
—sitting in parliament as a member of the Panhellenic Socialist Movement in the 1980s. In 2012, 
he famously returned to politics shy of his ninetieth birthday to represent the leftist Syriza party, 
becoming the oldest member elected to European Parliament in 2014 at the age of ninety-one, where 
he pushed an anti-austerity, pro-people agenda. 
 Recalling the illustrations from Neos Aristophanes, Glezos, a regular presence at the 
demonstrations against austerity in Athens, often talked about the colonisation of Greece by the 
Germans, who had in fact become Greece’s largest creditors by the late-nineteenth century—a 
common talking point, in fact, during the crisis, which in turn invoked the legacy of the nation’s 
Bavarian kings, ousted once and for all at the foundation of the Third Republic, not to mention the 
brutal occupation by the Nazis, who emptied the Greek state’s coffers and destroyed the country’s 
infrastructure as they left (a common tactic of the Nazis as defeat closed in around them). “Greece 
is the guinea pig of policies exacted by governments whose only God is money,” Glezos once said, 
in a description that could have informed an image from Neos Aristophanes over a century ago.62 
In turn, Glezos said, he would never stop fighting for what he and his comrades had set out to do 
decades ago, which tapped into the very heart of the Greek struggle for independence centuries 
beyond that: to establish the people’s rule. 
 All of which puts the First Athens Biennale into perspective, particularly given its title, 
Destroy Athens, and the first work that opened the exhibition, curated by the Biennale co-founders 
Xenia Kalpatsoglou, Poka Yio and Augustinos Zenakos. Julian Rosefeldt and Piero Steinle’s seven-
channel video installation Detonation Deutschland, produced in 1996, features footage of building 
demolitions filmed in post-war Germany, including a tower on the former Nazi Party rally grounds 
in Nuremberg: visuals whose connection to 9/11 could not go un-noted, given the relentless, 
collapse of architectural blocks, one after the other. “The detonations show themselves to be part 
of a historical process,” the artists have stated of the work. “Metaphorically, they stand for the 
transitory nature of systems, ideologies, power structures and their status symbols.”63

 In the case of Athens, one of those has been the Acropolis hill and the Parthenon that 
crowns it—a citadel whose symbolism has long weighed heavily on the modern Greek state, not to 
mention its population, as much as both entities have capitalised on its enduring appeal, whether 
for twenty-first century tourists, twentieth century politicians justifying Greece’s place in the 
European community, or nineteenth century European imperialists rallying investors to support the 
Greek War of Independence. With that symbolism in mind, “Destroy Athens presented the city as a 
symbolic space, associated with stereotypical images of democracy and ancient civilisation, which 
‘belongs to everybody’, as a site of potential demolition,” observed critic and curator Diana Baldon.64

 Staged at the Technopolis cultural complex, a former gasworks site built in 1857, the Biennale 
was curated into seven chapters according to the seven days of creation, as if to invite viewers to 
imagine an origin myth for the present that starts with a breakdown. The intention, as the curators 
have noted, was to break the stupor perceived in the state of Greece at the time, some three years after 
the 2004 Olympic Games in Athens—the climax in a period of triumphalism, when the Greek state 
officially entered the European Monetary Union (it ascended in 1981, and converted to the Euro in 
2001). There was a sense, writes scholar Panos Kompatsiaris, that “Greek identity was modernised, 
and in a way empowered, by becoming more European,” with the large-scale infrastructural projects 
created ahead of the Olympic Games, including the Athens Metro, “contribut[ing] to the construction 
of the narrative of [a] strong European nation with a booming economy.”65
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Destroy Athens was a prophetic proposal in the end. One year later in December 2008, a policeman 
shot and killed a fifteen-year-old boy, sparking weeks of furious protests that saw central Athens go 
up in flames, and public discourse return to the traumas of recent history, so much of them inflicted 
by the state’s security forces—whether the junta’s fearsome police, or the right-wing’s targeting of 
leftists. Then came the economic crisis, when the metaphorical breakdown envisioned by Destroy 
Athens shifted into a real and unstoppable decline, prompting the Biennale, particularly after its 
bombastic, sponsor-heavy 2009 edition Heaven, to “call upon the tools of art in order to ask questions 
that no other cultural institution seems to be asking in Athens, without ignoring that noise from the 
streets,” as observed by curators Zoe Charaktinou and Alkisti Efthymiou.66

 Evolving in tandem with the Greek economic crisis, the 2011 Athens Biennale dissected the 
historic conditions of capitalism and its structural crises, and sounded the alarm against the rising 
threat of racism, ultra-nationalism, and fascism as a result. In so doing, Monodrome “strategically 
articulated a sort of reflective indeterminacy,” writes Kompatsiaris; “that is to say a desire to reflect 
upon the official narrative of Greek history and its mainstream effects on the perception of Greek 
identity, without, however, being explicit neither on how this perception relates to the current crisis 
nor how AB3’s framework intervenes in relation to this perception.”67 Mobilising “ideas related to 
melancholy, failure, nostalgia and self-reflection,” Kompatsiaris continues, this “rhetorical device
… helped the Biennale to critically position itself within the current polarised climate and mainstream 
debates about the crisis without taking a clear side.”68 It was an important position to take when 
thinking about the politics of division that shaped the Greek state from its outset, the rise of the 
far-right, and given the urgent need to create space for generative discourse that transcended such 
archaic and calcified divides—a position the Biennale has arguably taken since.
 Take the 4th Athens Biennale, staged in 2013 in the old Athens Stock Exchange, which 
built on the previous edition’s exploration of the economic crisis’ origins, by creating the conditions 
through which, it was hoped, alternative political economies might emerge—alternatives that, as 
with the demolition of buildings-as-symbols, might exceed the limits of what is presently known 
in order to break the repetitive, cyclical impasse of intoxicating boom and unbearable bust. 
With questions of collectivity and assembly pulsating across various international movements, 
around forty curators were invited to participate in a curatorial assembly, with the resulting 
exhibition taking place in the spaces that wrapped around the old Stock Exchange’s central trading 
floor, where events, happenings, lectures, and performances took place under the installation of 
the site’s actual price board, here set by artist George Harvalias to show closing prices on 26 June 
2007—”a typical day,” writes curator Kostas Christopoulos, because nothing in those numbers 
foreshadowed what was to come.69

 As the founders of the Biennale stated in their statement for Destroy Athens, “it is not our 
aim to draft a navigational map or construct a compass for the bewildered viewers of an exhibition; 
we would like the exhibition to remain off the edge of the map—where there be monsters.”70 
To open up the margins—to take the margin as the horizon from which to depart into the unknown, 
was likewise Agora’s call, and it has resonated through every edition of the Athens Biennale that has 
followed, especially in the mid-2010s, as a period of disruption, both for the Biennale and Greece, 
unfolded.
 In 2014, documenta 14’s artistic director Adam Szymczyk announced the decision to split 
the quinquennial exhibition, taking place in 2017, between Athens and Kassel, in a bid to address the 
dynamics of the North-South split, whether European or global, which inadvertently destabilised 
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the Greek scene, not to mention the Athens Biennale (whose fourth edition inspired Szymczyk’s 
curatorial focus), as the documenta organising team moved their offices to the Greek capital. In June 
the next year, a referendum was hastily called by the Syriza government to decide whether to accept 
the bailout terms of the so-called Troika—the European Commission, the IMF, and the European 
Central Bank—which was ultimately framed as a decision to stay in the EU. Despite sixty-one 
percent of the vote rejecting the bailout’s terms, the Greek state was forced to accept an even worse 
package shortly after; a moment that, once again, revealed with severe clarity that Greece’s economy 
has never really belonged to the people.
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 That sense of alienation was extended to the situation unfolding with documenta. Taking 
the decision to organise a series of discursive events rather than a single exhibition for what would 
have been its 5th edition, the Athens Biennale created situations that reacted to documenta 14’s title, 
‘Learning from Athens’, in the lead-up to its opening in 2017, highlighting the lack of connection 
documenta actually had in the end with the Athenian art scene as a whole—including its private 
foundations, that have long fulfilled the role of public institution where state institutions have failed
—and amplifying the stakes of a German institution and its European artistic director objectifying 
Athens once again as both exemplary and ‘other’. (When the news first emerged of documenta 14’s 
thematic focus, I asked Szymczyk what thoughts so far had been percolating for him around 
Greece, to which he tellingly replied, “the village idiot.”)
 Indirectly highlighting that disconnect between documenta’s reading of Athens compared 
to that of that city’s Biennale, was a catalogue essay for the Athens Biennale’s sixth edition by scholar 
Athena Skoulariki, which cleverly contextualised its title, ANTI, through the rhetoric of resistance, 
which in the Greek context “mobilises an emotional response, alluding to the long tradition of 
resistance struggles.”71 Per historian Nikos Svornos, “resistance” does not so much constitute 
the Greek character as it defines the story of modern Greece, founded as it was in resistance to 
Ottoman occupation first, and then to Western creditors, Skoulariki notes.72 Equating the 
rhetoric of resistance with the equally historical usage of the word ‘No’ in modern Greek history, 
Skoulariki then unveils how thin the line separating traditions of leftist resistance with ultra-
nationalism in the country really are, such that the 2015 referendum’s ‘No’ vote was supported as 
much by the far-right as the left: an uncomfortable truth that ANTI both highlighted and challenged 
by leaning into the techno-dystopian textures of a world where forms of resurgent fascism and 
socialist totalitarianism have decisively taken root—a stark contrast to documenta 14’s uncritical 
engagement with ‘Greek Freedom’ through fetishised re-tellings not of ancient Greek history, per the 
European norm, but of Greece’s modern legacies of resistance.73

 All of which explains the about-turn that the Athens Biennale took in 2018. ANTI, wrote 
co-founder Poka Yio, opted to “turn its back to practices that involve historical commentating 
and referencing” and “practices that aestheticise history”—”in the way a child turns away from 
peas”—to focus on “an unhistorical present and an oblivious future.”74 Confronting the extremism 
being shaped by the algorithmic swamps of twenty-first century online culture, works explored 
contemporary expressions of historic capitalism’s cultural milieu, including entitled group identities 
like white-bred incel culture as descendant of utilitarian white patriarchy, and projections of 
that capitalism’s future by those with an interest in accelerating it. Jacob Hurwitz-Goodman and 
Daniel Keller’s documentary The Seasteaders (2017), for instance, zoomed in on the Seasteading 
Institute, founded by libertarian Patri Freidman and supported by Silicon Valley’s Peter Thiel, 
and its intentions to create a society on a floating island in the Pacific Ocean; while Ed Fornieles’ 
video The Cel (2019), documents a seventy-two hour session of live-action role-play designed to 
break through the toxicity of a conditioned, stereotypical white masculinity. 
 What followed was Eclipse in 2022, the Biennale’s seventh edition, which uncovered the 
flipside view of ANTI’s dystopian nightmare by unfolding its counter image: a fluid trans-temporal 
vision of a Black universal to eclipse the imposition of a false white totality on the world. Curated 
by Larry Osei-Mensah and Omsk Social Club under the artistic direction of Poka Yio, the last of the 
Biennale’s founders still at the helm, Eclipse was staged in three sites in central Athens. The most 
dramatic being the old department store Fokas, located a stone’s throw from a bank where, in May 
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2010, three workers were killed by a fire ignited by a Molotov cocktail thrown into the premises 
during anti-austerity protests, later resulting in the sentencing of bank officials who forbade 
staff from leaving work early that day despite the promise of civil unrest; not to mention close to 
where LGBTQI activist Zak Kostopoulos suffered a fatal civilian and police beating in 2017, which 
highlighted the entrenchment of populist bigotry in a country veering uncomfortably to the far-right.
 Abandoned since 2013, Fokas is among the many empty shells on Stadiou Street, a 
prime avenue linking Omonia Square with Syntagma Square (named for the constitution that was 
demanded there in 1843), where only the multinationals—H&M, Zara—seem to have survived the 
cull of Greece’s drawn-out economic downturn. With works spread across six floors, the commercial 
site was integrated into the curatorial fabric as a conceptual frame. Pasted onto a grey, free-
standing wall, Awol Erizku’s violet-tinted digital print of an Ethiopian tribal mask smoking at the 
edges on earthen ground, Affinity I (2019–20), was perfectly framed in the shadow of its interior 
setting when viewed from across the spatial void created by criss-cross escalators, their canary 
yellow Perspex wall-casing crowned by a skylight whose shadows cast dynamic grids over the scene. 
Standing up close and to its side, though, and Affinity I’s grey mount gave way to the view of a 
wall emblazoned with the image of a blond fashion model, here rendered archaic, much like the 
department store and the culture it represents. 
 Of course, a narrative logic ran through the building. It started in the basement, where 
Simon Denny’s Caterpillar Biometric worker fatigue monitoring smartband Extractor pop display (2019) 
included a giant floor-version of the artist’s Extractor boardgame, where businesses compete for 
world domination by accumulating data. Staged like a subterranean ground of capitalist extraction, 
Mad Max figures populated the space, like Evi Kalogiropoulou’s marble wall sculptures of 
female bikers, each with a long Amazonian plait, or Andrew Roberts’ RHYTHM RATTLESNAKE: 
The world ends with you, baby centipede (2020), a silicone foot seemingly ripped from the ankle tattooed 
with the Nike logo. Nearby, two monumental images by Erizku, Asiatic Lilies (2017) and Black Fire 
(2019), were pasted across two entire walls, each depicting a still life reconfiguring temporal relations 
through an assemblage of artefacts like the bust of Nefertiti, a sphinx, Everlast boxing gloves, x-rite 
ColorChecker Classic charts, and a copy of Black Fire: An Anthology of Afro-American Writing (1968). 
 In a city like Athens, where the ancient past weighs heavily on politics and identity, Erizku 
offered a welcome remix; a visualisation of Martin Bernal’s three-volume publication Black Athena 
(1987), which argued for the Afroasiatic Roots of classical civilisation. This was the point of Eclipse 
after all, if you take its metaphorical title literally: to open up the future by way of a pluralistic 
Black futurism that rejects the erasures and reductions imposed by a false universal rendered 
violently monochromatic by the same European patriarchs who defined and commodified ancient 
Greece as their birthright. This idea of whiteness as both an artificial and systemic construct—as 
a false universal that renders history a one-sided mythology—was further distilled in the former 
Courthouse at Santaroza. Taking up a large room in this stone and dirt architectural shell was 
Zuzanna Czebatul’s striking installation The Singing Dunes (2021), which staged an excavation of 
an Egyptian sphinx: a reference to the Pharaonic city created for Cecil B. DeMille’s film The Ten 
Commandments (1923)—the largest movie set in history—which was secretly buried in the California 
desert. DeMille’s Hollywood imagination of ancient Egypt is probably not far from the Western 
fantasy of ancient Greece as a paragon of whiteness, a construct whose reductive violence invokes 
the model Iraqi and Afghan villages created in US deserts as military training grounds: locales whose 
objectification signals their destruction, if not marginalisation.
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 With that, The Singing Dunes was a point of departure, heralding the powerful archaeologies 
and reclamations that followed. In one room, Doreen Garner’s Known But To God: The Dug Up, 
Dissected, and Disposed for the Sake of Medicine (2017)—hanging glass jars containing pearls and body-
like silicone sections steeped in yellow fluid—honoured Black women subjected to experiments 
without anaesthesia by a slaveholder who became known as the father of modern gynaecology. 
While video documentation of Victoria Santa Cruz’s 1978 performance Me gritaron negra (They 
Shouted Black at Me), showed Santa Cruz rebuffing the internalised white gaze by fiercely proclaiming 
the mantra “Soy Negra!”, which was repeated by a chorus of people beside her—a powerful act 
of repossession that was screened on a television monitor positioned to face a 2020 monotype on 
canvas with images of limbs arranged like votive offerings, from Zahra Opoku’s ‘The Myths of Eternal 
Life’ series, whose title reads like a proclamation, starting with: “I have a mouth to speak”. 
 Acts of reclamation continued at Schliemann-Mela Hall, an office block abandoned since 
2008 on a parallel avenue to Stadiou, starting with the ground-floor, where a small storefront hosted 
an installation by (the Baltimore-based curatorial art initiative) as they lay, comprising Abdu Ali 
and Markele Cullins. Soft & Solid: Fugitive Harmonies in Pursuit of Home (2021) evolved around a 
video projection on a black sequinned sheet hanging on the wall, among them Close to Home 
(2021), in which personal and macro histories of the African diaspora and Baltimore are connected 
through recollections of family by Nigerian-American art historian Temi Odumosu and poetry by 
Baltimore-based poet Mecca Verdell. On the floor, print-outs of poems by the likes of Lucille Clifton 
and Vega were strewn across a swirl of dirt, while to the side a series of photos—four hanging on 
the wall and six poised on a table—each depicted figures from queer Black history, among them 
Audre Lorde, poet and activist Essex Hemphill, and disco singer Sylvester. 
 One review described Soft & Solid as feeling “strangely cast aside”—a feeling that 
contradicted the “love and devotion that is integral to artist and organiser Ali’s practice of radical 
care.”75 But among the spaces used for Eclipse, this was the most hallowed room, as the former 
premises of Aigaion, a much-loved family-run business specialising in traditional Greek donuts 
that operated for ninety-one years until its closure in 2017. Memories of Aigaion are so resonant, 
in fact, that a gallerist immediately recalled a childhood eating Aigaion donuts, just because I 
mentioned a panel discussion taking place in the courtyard behind the shop. Speakers included the 
founder’s grandchildren, who were so moved when they learned that the location was being used 
for an exhibition that they reached out to the Biennale, who in turn flew them to Athens from Paris 
and Tinos to participate. Ahead of the discussion—an intimate full house—an ex-Aigaion baker 
made donuts on site: a moment that distilled the Biennale’s hyper-globality into a grounded 
community event honouring a distinctly local memory, while highlighting the richness of this space 
as a frame for an installation by artists sharing their own community histories. 
 That this moving framework was lost on an international reviewer is not entirely 
unsurprising, given the way Biennales are covered—all too often by international critics, myself 
included, who have but a few days to soak it all in, not to mention a limited word count (and an 
increasing demand to simplify content per the tyranny of the SEO). And it highlights the fact that, as 
much as no two biennales are the same—you can’t judge Athens with the same criteria as Venice—so 
a single biennale might be perceived in a completely different way depending on who is looking and 
how. These are important things to consider as biennales evolve in the twenty-first century in tandem 
with the art field more broadly, not to mention the world itself, particularly when it comes to the 
conditions by which biennale exhibitions are staged and the ‘worlds’ they purport to represent.  
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 The art initiative as they lay brought these conditions to light, when it initiated a GoFundMe 
campaign ahead of their arrival in Greece to raise funds to supplement their artist fee, thus 
highlighting the real issue plaguing arts workers regarding the sustainability of their labour in an 
industry that chronically undercompensates it. Then, after arriving in Athens, the collective shared 
an Instagram post outlining issues with their accommodation and the Biennale’s response. It’s a 
knotty issue. On the point that some artists were given rooms in nice hotels, for instance: these were 
hotel-sponsored and thus available for a few nights only, as opposed to an extended two weeks, 
hence the Airbnb (apparently carefully checked by the Biennale team). Then there was the treatment 
of the collective once a problem with a mattress at their lodgings was made known, which occurred 
during the opening days when a small, overworked team did not have the capacity to properly 
deal with the problem—points that raise the issue of the Biennale’s material lack, most notably 
of funding to pay even a skeleton staff, which has fuelled the Athens Biennale’s reputation as an 
organisation that relies on goodwill and voluntary labour.
 But with 2022 marking the first time that the Athens Biennale, thanks to the sponsorship 
of the Onassis Foundation, was able to offer fees to its artists, perhaps the most important thing to 
address with an event like this—considering the historical context from which it emerged and to 
which it has always responded—is the shift in its identity, which is anchored to its DIY foundations 
as an experiment initiated by three young cultural workers in 2007, that has gone on to weather a 
storm of economic and political crises and precarities. The organisation has long denied its identity 
as an institution, given the lack of consistency with funding sources, even from the city of Athens 
itself, or the Ministry of Culture.76 But whether it likes it or not, the Athens Biennale has evolved 
into one, with its material and organisational conditions likewise maturing. What follows is the
need to reflect on its organising structure, particularly when thinking about the issues highlighted 
by as they lay, and how these intersect with the fraught and historical relationship Greece has 
with the capitalist world economy, and the Athens Biennale’s modus operandi to innovate the 
biennale form in response to those systemic conditions.
 As one local artist crucially pointed out, a mattress is not just a mattress when considering 
matters of care—that is, supporting artists in precarious conditions who have been invited to 
participate in a biennale that is likewise working itself out of precarity. That mutuality is what 
demands a review of how ideas of care and solidarity expressed in so many biennale statements 
are enacted through the structure of the exhibition itself, which relates to issues of scale highlighted 
so often in reviews these days, and recalls the curse of development that befell so many nation-states, 
Greece included, when the loans they took out became bonds of debt they would then be unable 
to break thanks to ambitious, large-scale developmental projects designed to meet the standards of 
an impossible civilisational ideal. The larger the exhibition the more distributed the budget, which 
directly impacts the conditions of the artists and workers expected to participate in the spectacle. 
It may well be time to reckon with this fact, because it connects to the historical conditions that this 
Biennale has long tracked which, the Biennale has long rightfully asserted, are by no means limited 
to Greece.
 It is here that the narrative spectrum that unfolded through the former Fokas department 
store, starting with Simon Denny’s extractor boardgame in the basement, becomes most apparent. 
Taking over the entire sixth floor was The Living Necrologue (2021), a counterpoint installation by 
Jonas Schoeneberg in collaboration with Happy New Tears and Omsk. Amid peach-painted walls 
and floors, the space hosted abstract paintings characterised by undulating surfaces and pastel 
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pigments, apparently infused with auspicious astrological energy and minerals—the light of the 
May 2020 Scorpio Supermoon, for example, or opal—and perspex boxes shaped like pinball tables, 
each containing precious stones and inscribed with tarot grids guiding the use of bespoke decks 
accompanying each table, with cards like ‘The Orb’ and ‘Avatar’. Thinking back to Denny’s Extractor 
boardgame, Schoenberg’s installation offered another form of gamified extraction, this time of the 
existential, like a balm to the earthly destruction that Denny’s work critiques, and recalling the 
margins that Destroy Athens activated as sites where ‘monsters’—read: the unknown, the sublime, 
the as-yet uncharted—lurk. 
 As expressions of hopeful or at least alternative, affective and inquisitive speculation, the 
tarot as a divination tool placed within the context of a department store transformed into a post-
consumerist apocalypse seemed to invite visitors to seek ways out of capital from its very interior
—that is, the commoditisation of subjective desire that infuses that department store as a mechanism 
to extract capital from desiring individuals, which sounds like a metaphor for the commercial and 
mainstream art world, frankly—via the untapped interior space of earth-bound, anarchic spirituality. 
As a gesture, the installation seemed to respond to Peter Halley’s description of capital as having 
“always spoken of itself as a culture of flux” despite its nature as “a universe of stasis, governed by 
immutable self-perpetuating principles that gradually but incessantly push back all other realities 
in a process of ever-increasing purification.”77 The result of such reductive stasis, Halley implies, is 
the incessant replication of a system that produces alienation across scales, from an artwork and an 
exhibition, to the foundations of a nation-state—a condition that Eclipse attempted to navigate by 
tapping into the irrational, the unsystematic, and the decentred.
 In tandem with the Athens Biennale, perhaps it is at this junction that the world more 
broadly finds itself, as the promise of change brought on by COVID-19 has settled into an unbearable 
inertia of the same, if not worse. Such that the three-dimensional cardboard and wooden calendars 
consisting of red and black felt-tip marker grids created by Zebedee Armstrong in the late 1980s and 
early 1990s, on view at Santaroza, held particular resonance in a show trying to find a way through 
the thickness of a present where past and future are collapsing with such severity that it is impossible 
to ignore. Apparently able to calculate the exact date of the apocalypse, Armstrong’s objects were 
made in response to a voice he heard in his sixties that told him to stop wasting time because the 
end of the world was nigh. With Indonesia only just now, at the time of writing, passing legislation 
banning sex outside of marriage for citizens and foreigners alike, in a move that brings to mind 
Hong Kong’s National Security Law and its application to locals and non-locals alike, that warning to 
not waste time resonates ever more, as the polarisations that defined elections and polities across the 
world in the past decade expand and diversify across scales, further limiting any chance of a people’s 
push back. Cue documenta. 
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